2022 Summer Class Syllabus (Korean Cultural Center, LA)
Class level:

Basic B (Online)

Instructor:

KIM (LAST), Hyung-Wook (First)

Textbook:

PPT slides modified from Sejong Korean 1 (세종 한국어 1) will be used in class

Total Hours: 10 hours

Objectives: The course is a continuation of Basic A. It provides practice in basic Korean conversation
as well as in fundamental grammar to help students feel comfortable in daily activities as emphasizing
the improvement of conversational skills and the ability to manage the given situations through pair
or group work, along with student-instructor interaction.

Week

Lesson

Grammar / Expressions

Activities

1. N1 은/는 N2 이에요/예요

1. Introducing oneself

2. The polite ending 어/아요

2. Explaining locations

Basic A
1

Cf. -ㅂ니다/습니다; -ㅂ니까

3. Practicing basic sentence patterns

Review
(7/21)

3. Locomotive particle 에 가다

4. Reading numbers in Korean

(L.1 – L.5)
4. Locations -에 있다/없다

Native Korean reading

5. Objective particle 을/를; -(으)세요

Sino-Korean reading

1. Past tense -었/았/ㅆ어요

1. Asking and telling about action in
the past at certain locations

2

Lesson 6

2. Locational particle ‘에서’ (cf. ‘에’)

(7/28)

어제 일과

3. Korean Culture:한국의 화폐

2. Talking about what you did this year
3. Talking about habitual and past
지폐와 동전 etc.

activities

1 of 2

1. Conjugation 그리고
1. Describing weather where you are

Cf. 하고 (Lesson 5)
3

Lesson 7
2. The negative adverb 안 vs. 못

(8/4)

날씨

2. Talking about your favorite season
3. Talking about various activities in

3. Particle -도

each season

4. Weather expression

1. (Time) N + 에

1. Talking about weekend and summer

2. To read time
4

plans

Lesson 8
3. Day, Month, and Time expression

(8/11)

2. Talking about transportations and

시간

commuting times

4. Numbers and Counters

3. Using numbers (time, date)

cf. Lesson 4 & 5

1. Making a plan with your friends or
1. Suggestive/future perspective:
5
(8/18)

Lesson 9
약속

-(으)ㄹ까요; -아요/어요

family
2. Declining someone’s request
politely

2. To make appointment/arrangement
properly

3. Conversing and inquiring about
someone’s willingness

[Schedules are subject to change]
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